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Abstract

The aim of the current study was to evaluate a pilot program that was designed specifically to support targeted parents. Emerging research on the experience of targeted parents suggests their mental health is impacted by parental alienation and they report dissatisfaction with ill-informed systems of intervention and support. Some authors offer guidelines on how to support targeted parents and propose Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) as a suitable therapy, however there are no known programs in the literature dedicated to supporting the targeted parent. Single subject analysis of participants ($N = 5$) indicated that following attending a one-day psychoeducation and CBT-based workshop, some participants reported improvement in their psychological wellbeing. On average participants found the program very helpful and were very satisfied with the experience. Qualitative data illuminated the importance of validating the experiences of targeted parents when supporting them and the role of shame in the experience of targeted parents as an area for future research.
Parental alienation is a circumstance experienced by some families during and in the wake of parental separation. It is primarily characterised by a child’s unwarranted rejection of one parent and solidarity with the other (Bernet, von Boch-Galhau, Baker, & Morrison, 2010). Following long standing discourse on the characteristics of a closely related concept, Parental Alienation Syndrome (PAS), the concept of parental alienation has emerged to recognise that a broad range of factors can influence the unwarranted rejection of a parent by a child (Meier, 2009). As a result of this course of evolution in the literature, characteristics and experiences of the alienated parent (targeted parent), in contrast to those of the rejecting child (targeted child) and alienating parent, are still emerging and are not equally represented nor understood (Balmer, Matthewson, & Haines, 2017). Nonetheless, the current study does not aim to critically analyse the broad literature and theoretical models of parental alienation, rather the scope of this study is focused on investigating how might a targeted parent be supported, specifically by evaluating a pilot programme. Indeed, considering the emerging literature on the experiences of the targeted parent, with what is known about the alienating parent and rejecting child, there is enough evidence to infer that the targeted parent is negatively impacted by parental alienation and in need of support. Similarly, interventions that recognise the needs of targeted parents are non-existent and knowledge that would inform such intervention currently only exists in the form of surmised guidelines, further illuminating the need to investigate how this population might be supported (Ellis, 2005).

**Parental Alienation Syndrome vs Parental Alienation**

Gardner (2004) drew upon his work with families in the midst of high-conflict custody disputes, to propose a cluster of symptoms that he believed formed a
pathological syndrome, termed parental alienation syndrome (PAS). He identified behaviours in the targeted child that were broadly characterised by the unreasonable rejection of the targeted parent. He suggested that this occurred as a result of the influence of the other alienating parent on the targeted child, and the child’s own contribution to the denigration of the targeted parent (Gardner, 1998). PAS has not been validated by research, and has been subject to criticism for numerous reasons, including concerns surrounding its reliability and validity as a mental disorder diagnosis (Bernet et al., 2010; Bond, 2007; Warshak, 2001, 2003).

One of the main criticisms of Gardner’s approach is that it is not grounded in existing psychological constructs and literature. In contrast the model introduced by Childress (2015), is drawn from the existing knowledge regarding attachment theory, intersubjectivity, personality disorders, family systems, complex trauma, trans-generational transmission of attachment trauma, and pathological mourning. However, Childress’ work remains theoretical and has not been empirically tested.

Controversy aside, there is undoubtedly movement in the literature away from a focus on the diagnosis of the child. Indeed the term parental alienation has emerged to capture the features of a family system and the contributions of all its members, that result in a child’s unwarranted rejection of one parent and solidarity with another (Bond, 2007; Johnston, 2003). Initially, much emphasis was placed on the characteristics and behaviours of the alienating parent that undermine the relationship between the targeted parent and targeted child, and the presentation in the targeted child (Gardner, 2002). Whilst this is certainly a defining factor, recently there has been more recognition that the target parent, target child and alienating parent exist in a triad, and all have a role to play in parental alienation (Johnston, 2003; Meier, 2009; Templer, Matthewson, Haines, & Cox, 2017).
The Alienating Parent

In the context of parental alienation, it has been noted that the alienating parent will enact a number of behaviours (alienating tactics) that take numerous forms, but all seek to foster the alienation of the targeted parent (Baker & Darnall, 2006). Indeed, an alienating parent may discourage any alliance with the targeted parent and attempt to restrict the time the target child and parent spend together or eliminate it all together. They may attempt to restrict, interfere with or eliminate communication between the targeted child and parent. Disclosing particular information, either directly or indirectly, to the targeted child can defame the target parent or make them seem dangerous (Baker & Darnall, 2006; Balmer et al., 2017). Additionally, an alienating parent may encourage the target child to exclusively align with them. This may be done explicitly by stating as such, for example by saying "They left us" to the child or it may be done more implicitly by withdrawing love when the target child demonstrates any support for, or alignment with, the target parent (Baker & Darnall, 2006; Balmer et al., 2017). On the simplest level, perhaps these behaviours can be understood as stemming from a polarised perspective that the targeted parent is bad and the alienating parent is good.

When considering these behaviours, it may be easy to vilify the parent enacting them. However, as some researchers have theorised, these parents may possess personality traits and experience situational factors that leave them vulnerable to engaging in alienating tactics (Bagby, Nicholson, Buis, Radovanovic, & Fidler, 1999; Baker, 2006; Bathurst, Gottfried, & Gottfried, 1997; Friedman, 2004). Parents that enter into a process of child custody litigation are in effect judged in terms of their suitability as a parent, and therefore may each be motivated to portray themselves in a positive light. Indeed, research has shown that litigating
parents are more likely to magnify their virtuousness and minimise their flaws when responding to a personality inventory (Bagby et al., 1999; Bathurst et al., 1997). Researchers have shown that this defensiveness is present in cases of parental alienation and is perhaps more extreme than cases of mere litigation, demonstrating influences beyond the situational factor of litigation (Gordon, Stoffey, & Bottinelli, 2008; Siegel & Langford, 1998). Gordon et al. (2008) argued that this defensiveness may be driven by narcissistic and borderline personality traits. They posit that defensive responses represent a lack of ambivalence, or a polarised perspective of the world which is characteristic of individuals with borderline or narcissistic personality traits.

Narcissistic and borderline personality traits seem to be a helpful overlay when understanding why a parent may engage in alienating tactics. It can be understood that individuals with narcissistic traits and those with borderline traits differ in their motivations, but are both vulnerable to engaging in alienation tactics. Both may disparage the targeted parent and foster an unhealthy alignment with the targeted child. In their eyes, their child’s closeness with the other parent is perceived as a threat and something that represents an intolerable distance or separation from themselves (Baker, 2006). The alienating parent uses the child to meet their relational needs, while the child’s are set aside, imparting subtle or overt obligation to exclusively align with them and fear closeness with the target parent (Childress, 2015; Garber, 2011).

Specific characteristics of those with borderline personality traits may mean that they are more likely to engage in alienation. Such individuals struggle to hold an integrated perspective of others, incorporating the others’ strengths and weaknesses; rather they idealise them as wholly good or devalue them as entirely bad, and often
fluctuate between these perspectives (Bender & Skodol, 2007; Friedman, 2004). Similarly, they often have an unstable sense of self, leaving them highly dependent on and preoccupied with the validation of others (Bender & Skodol, 2007). Therefore, separation can be experienced as an especially devastating event, an abandonment at the hands of an inadequate partner (Dozier, Stovall-McClough, & Albus, 2008; Friedman, 2004). This preoccupation is extended to the child as well as the former partner, meaning that the individual is more dependent on the child, and sensitive to their perceived rejection, finding the child’s love for the other parent inherently threatening (Baker, 2006). Furthermore, as they also experience emotional regulation difficulties, they may also use the child to soothe themselves and draw the child in to their own rejection rather than prioritising the needs of the child (Baker, 2006; Garber, 2011).

Narcissistic individuals also have a number of traits that may make them more vulnerable to being an alienating parent, including a need for unwavering admiration that is underpinned by insecurity and interpersonal vulnerability (Baker & Andre, 2008; Friedman, 2004; Pincus & Lukowitsky, 2010). They can experience the separation as deeply wounding, and feel the need to gain the upper hand with the targeted parent in an attempt to boost their fragile self-esteem (Kelly & Johnston, 2001). Those with narcissistic tendencies often lack empathy, and are completely consumed by their own inner state, which enables them to behave in ways which hurt others (Pincus & Lukowitsky, 2010). In terms of their relationship with their children, their sense of entitlement and grandiosity paired with their lack of empathy demands the complete alignment of the child with them. Moreover, they fail to see any relational good for the child beyond that of their own relationship with the child (Friedman, 2004).
The Targeted Child

In circumstances of parental alienation, almost by definition, targeted children present with beliefs and behaviours that are rejecting of the targeted parent. Gardner (2002) posits a list of ‘symptoms’ a targeted child may express as a part of PAS. Although PAS is shrouded with controversy and remains unsubstantiated, there is value in considering his work with that of other authors as it too, examines how circumstances of parental alienation may manifest in the presentation of the children involved. Central to the child’s presentation are beliefs that the targeted parent is unacceptable and related expressions of hatred towards them, something that Gardner (2002) aptly terms ‘a campaign of denigration’. These beliefs are often insubstantial in their foundations, depict the targeted parent as entirely bad, and exude the influence of the alienating parent despite the child’s ostensive ownership (Kelly & Johnston, 2001). Such beliefs manifest in a number of behaviours, including the refusal to visit the targeted parent or to see them at all, openly disparaging the targeted parent to others, and staunchly and invariably supporting the alienating parent in matters of the parental conflict (Kelly & Johnston, 2001). Moreover, the animosity often spreads to all that is associated with the targeted parent, including friends, family and even pets (Gardner, 2002; Kelly & Johnston, 2001). Although many children may be exposed to alienating tactics, not all become alienated, and this alienation also varies in severity. Some children may be more vulnerable to being alienated by virtue of their pre-existing psychological wellbeing (Kelly & Johnston, 2001).

The Targeted Parent and their Psychological Wellbeing
The existing literature on targeted parents suggests that as one member of the alienation triad, they themselves may inadvertently influence their alienation. For example, it is posited that targeted parents may have poor parenting skills, trouble regulating their emotions, and lack warmth in their interactions with their children (Johnston, 2003; Kelly & Johnston, 2001). Baker (2006) outlines that some targeted parents are not active enough in maintaining a close relationship with their children, failing to initiate regular communication or becoming completely uninvolved. Here they may be perceived as giving up on the situation and send a message to their child that they are not valued, a sentiment that is likely to further consolidate any alienation. It is important to note that the little research that exists on parenting quality demonstrated by targeted parents has largely originated from the alienating parent’s perspective (Balmer et al., 2017; Templer et al, 2017). Emerging research from the targeted parent’s perspective suggests that to the contrary, they are equipped to parent competently, and are motivated to be involved with their children (Balmer, Matthewson, & Haines, 2017).

Nonetheless, prior to separation, the relationship between the targeted parent and targeted child has typically been at least satisfactory (Kelly & Johnston, 2001). Yet the targeted child’s presentation and behaviour toward the targeted parent are characterised by seemingly remorseless rejection, and are in complete contrast to the state of the previously held connection with the parent (Kelly & Johnston, 2001). The situation faced by the targeted parent can feel insurmountably difficult. The painful experience of being unexpectedly rejected by their child is coupled with the targeted parent being blamed, or coming to blame themselves for causing it (Baker & Andre, 2008). The repeated failure of their efforts to reconnect with their child can lead to a pervasive sense of uncertainty and hopelessness as to how to best respond (Ellis,
Meanwhile, the targeted parent must continue to try to reason and engage with the hostile alienating parent (Balmer et al., 2017). Further to this, research demonstrates that even when targeted parents engage with the alienating parent and the child in the most non-reactive manner possible, and persist in attempting to reconnect with the child, reunification of the targeted child and targeted parent is far from certain (Baker & Darnall, 2006).

Beyond the immediate hurt of this rejection, parental alienation is in effect, the cessation of the child-parent relationship, which stands to rob the targeted parent of the rewards of parenthood (Ellis, 2005). Firstly, the opportunities for the generativity associated with parenthood are a significant source of psychological growth and wellbeing for parents (An & Cooney, 2006; Gallagher & Gerstel, 2001; Nomaguchi & Milkie, 2003). Further to this, Nomaguchi (2012) found that the child-parent relationship can influence parent wellbeing in the domains of self-esteem, self-efficacy and depression. It is also thought that children cause their parents to expand and maintain valuable social connections with friends and family (Gallagher & Gerstel, 2001). Additionally, targeted parents also suffer the loss of their identity and role as a parent, and can experience a sense of shame both within themselves, and also related to societal disapproval (Baker & Darnall, 2006; Poustie, Matthewson, & Balmer, 2018). Hence it can be understood that the alienation represents significant loss for the targeted parent that carries across to their sense of identity, purpose in life, and overall wellbeing.

Outside of clinical observations and theoretical arguments there is recent qualitative and quantitative research that supports the notion that targeted parents suffer from diminished mental health. Poustie et al. (2018) outline that common to the narratives of targeted parents are depictions of their own mental health
difficulties as a result of experiencing parental alienation. Themes of despair, loss of meaning in life, suicidal ideation, isolation and depression are but a few of the themes identified within the experiences reported by targeted parents. Additionally, Balmer et al. (2017) investigated the experience of targeted parents with an intent to quantify their situational distress and state of mental health. Targeted parents were found to appraise their situation as highly distressing and mostly uncontrollable by others, believing mostly that they had no one to assist them in a situation that was unlikely to change. Moreover, these same targeted parents reported experiencing moderate levels of depression, anxiety and stress. Certainly, there are grounds to support targeted parents with their mental health and provide interventions designed to meet targeted parents’ presentations (Balmer et al., 2017; Poustie et al., 2018).

**Current Interventions for Targeted Parents**

Many interventions for parental alienation depicted in the literature are not necessarily ideal for targeted parents, and targeted parents report being dissatisfied with these existing supports (Poustie et al., 2018). For instance, many interventions take a family systems approach and therefore require the involvement of multiple family members; this assumes some level of co-operation amongst family members which is in many ways incongruous to the reality of parental alienation. Therapy can become another avenue of alienation; another appointment for the alienating parent to sabotage or withhold the children from, or another uncomfortable experience for the children that the targeted parent can be blamed for causing (Baker & Andre, 2008; Darnall, 2011; Ellis & Boyan, 2010; Everett, 2006; Sullivan, Ward, & Deutsch, 2010; Templer et al., 2017). Moreover, there is a dearth of interventions that focus on or understand the specific experience of the targeted parent. Some targeted parents report that they are demoralised to find that the person the courts
have assigned to support them is ignorant of parental alienation and ill equipped to support them in their situation (Poustie et al., 2018; Templer et al., 2017).

Some authors provide guidelines for supporting targeted parents. Baker and Andre (2008) outline that targeted parents are subject to much shame and suggest targeted parents require interventions that validate their experience and are non-blaming. Moreover, they propose Cognitive Behaviour Therapy (CBT) as a potentially suitable mode of therapy for addressing targeted parents’ hopelessness and emotional distress. Further to this, CBT seems an apt treatment for the recently identified characteristics of targeted parents’ mental health, namely stress, anxiety and depression (Balmer et al., 2017). CBT aims to help manage or resolve emotional distress that originates from maladaptive thought processes and has been shown to be efficacious in helping people manage stress, and treating anxiety and depression (Antoni et al., 2001; Cuijpers et al., 2013; Cuijpers, van Straten, Andersson, & van Oppen, 2008; Hofmann & Smits, 2008; Richardson & Rothstein, 2008; Rubin & Yu, 2017). In theory, the CBT component of an intervention program would aim to provide targeted parents with the skills to help them cope with their emotional distress and factors that are outside their control (Duarte, Miyazaki, Blay, & Sesso, 2009). However, the guidelines of Baker and Andre (2008) are built on clinical observations and the notion that CBT might be helpful for targeted parents remains untested.

The Present Study

The current study aimed to evaluate a pilot program that was unique in that it was solely designed for targeted parents, and utilised emerging evidence specific to their experience to addresses the deleterious impact parental alienation has on them. The pilot program incorporated psychoeducation, and cognitive-behavioural
elements to support targeted parents in a group workshop format delivered in one day. More specifically these elements included; an overview of parental alienation in the research literature and implications for mental health (Bernet, von Boch-Galhau, Baker, & Morrison, 2010; Childress, 2015; Gardner, 2004; Warshak, 2003), an overview of the grieving process as it might apply to parental alienation (Worden, 2018), a description of cognitive-behavioural approaches to coping with depression, anxiety and stress (Antoni et al., 2001; Dimidjian et al., 2006), an overview of the research on alienating parents and strategies for communicating with them (Childress, 2015; Mason & Kreger, 2010), and what might be expected regarding reunification (Ward & Matthewson, 2016). These elements were aimed at providing an informed and non-blaming intervention that empowers targeted parents in managing what is in their control regarding their experiences with parental alienation and its impact on their mental health, rather than aiming to resolve their situation. While psychoeducation and CBT interventions have been shown to work for some presentations, currently there is no existing literature base specific to treating targeted parents with CBT and psychoeducation in a one-day workshop format (Antoni et al., 2001; Gallagher-Thompson, 2000; Gallagher-Thompson, Gray, Dupart, Jimenez, & Thompson, 2008). The current study is preliminary and did not aim to test any hypotheses, rather, to explore mental health outcomes and stress appraisal as a potential mechanism for change as a result of attending the program.

Method

Participants

Participants were recruited through a parental alienation support website, and the workshop was advertised in the state newspaper and local psychology and legal practises. Participants were deemed eligible for the workshop if they were
experiencing alienating tactics. They were excluded from participating in the workshop if they were deemed to be experiencing a distressing immediate crisis, and or experiencing severe mental health issues as determined by a screening interview based on the Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI) (Sheehan et al., 1998). See Appendix A for a copy of the screening interview. Two workshops were facilitated, one in November 2016 ($N = 17$) and one in December 2017 ($N = 7$); participants attended one of these two workshops. Some participants chose not to fill out the surveys and after the data collection phase it was discovered that due to University email security settings some participants were prevented from receiving the survey, and as a result, the total number of participants was five ($M = 3; F = 2$) with a mean age of 44.4 years ($SD = 1.85$).

**Materials**

**Parental Alienation.** To ensure participants were experiencing parental alienation and were therefore eligible to participate in the workshop they undertook a screening survey. Currently there is no measure of parental alienation that is valid and reliable, so the Exposure to Parental Alienation Checklist was developed by the researchers for this and related research. See Appendix B for a copy of the checklist. It was used to assess participant exposure to 13 alienating tactics identified in the parental alienation literature. Example items include, “Has the other parent of your child(ren) denigrated you to you and others?”, and “Has the other parent deliberately tried to damage the loving connection between you and your child(ren)?”.

**Stress appraisal.** The Stress Appraisal Measure (SAM) measures cognitive appraisals that mediate stress specific to a situation (Peacock & Wong, 1990). Participants were asked to respond regarding their situation of parental alienation. It has seven sub-scales, including threat, challenge, centrality, controllable-by-self,
controllable-by-others, uncontrollable and stressfulness. Each sub-scale has four
items that use a 5-point Likert scale (1 = not at all to 5 = extremely). The SAM has
been shown to have internal consistency ranging from acceptable to excellent
(Peacock & Wong, 1990). Example items include, “Will the outcome of this situation
be negative?” and “Do I have the ability to do well in this situation?”.

**Depression, Anxiety and Stress.** The Depression and Anxiety Stress Sales
(DASS) (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995) is a 21-item measure of depression, anxiety
and stress based on a 4-point Likert scale (0 = never to 3 = almost always). The
DASS has been shown to have internal consistency in the ranges of acceptable to
excellent and test-retest reliability suitable for use in research (Antony, Bieling, Cox,
Enns, & Swinson, 1998; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). Example items include, “I
felt that I had nothing to look forward to”, “I tended to over-react to situations”, and
“I found myself getting agitated”.

**Feedback Questionnaire.** A feedback questionnaire was administered post
workshop, which asked participants to rate the helpfulness of the workshop and their
satisfaction with it on a five-point Likert scale. There were three open ended
questions asked to collect qualitative data regarding participants’ experience of the
workshop, specifically, “What did you find most helpful about the workshop?”,
“What did you find least helpful about the workshop?”, and “If you could change
anything about the workshop, what would it be?”.

**Procedure**

**Ethics approval.** Ethics approval for this project was obtained from the Social
Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee. See Appendix C for a copy of the
approval letter. See Appendix D and Appendix E for participant information sheet
and consent form.
**Workshop.** Two workshops were facilitated by the researchers. The workshop content aimed to provide information to participants on parental alienation from the literature, and Cognitive Behavioural Therapy informed coping strategies for dealing with their situation. The workshop consisted of five modules titled; introduction, what is parental alienation?, coping with parental alienation, interacting with the alienating parent, and your child and preparing for reunification. For further details on the workshop modules see Appendix F. The workshop ran for approximately one session of 7 hours including a meal break.

**Data Collection.** Surveys were distributed and completed confidentially via email using the Survey Monkey platform one week before participants attended the workshop (Time 1), and three days after attending the workshop (Time 2). Participants were assigned an identifier number to match their score at different time points to maintain confidentiality and ensure the researchers delivering the workshop were unaware which participants had completed the surveys.

**Data Analysis**

**Reliable change index.** Due to the small sample size single case analyses of reliable change was conducted, specifically the Reliable Change Index as per Jacobson and Truax (1991). This method determined if any change has occurred beyond that of chance and the error margin of the assessment tools used. Cronbach alphas from sample outlined below were used to calculate reliable change as per Morley and Dowzer (2014).

**Clinically significant change.** The model of clinically significant change (CSC) emerged from the recognition that in addition to identifying statistically significant change, it is helpful to know whether subsequent to that change an individual could be classified as belonging to the “functional” non-clinical
population (Jacobson & Truax, 1991). The model of CSC is suitable for the current study because there is clinical and non-clinical and normative data available for the DASS measure used (Balmer et al., 2017; Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995), and two participants reported symptoms of depression in the clinical range before attending the workshop. The cut-off point c was used as per Jacobson and Truax (1991).

**Qualitative analysis.** Participant responses to the questions regarding the perceived helpfulness of and satisfaction with the workshop were averaged. Participant responses to the three open ended questions in the feedback survey were independently examined by two researchers, who identified any common themes. Word frequency analysis was conducted on the responses. Subsequently, the researchers cross-examined their findings to identify the most salient themes in the responses.

**Results**

**Missing Data**

At post workshop (Time 2) one participant failed to complete one item on the DASS. In order to include their data set in the data analysis, proration was used for the omitted item (Glass, Ryan, Bartels, & Morris, 2008).

**Descriptive Statistics**

Evidenced by the mean scores collected on the DASS before attending the workshop (Time 1), participants were experiencing severe levels of depression ($M = 11$, $SD = 6.45$), and moderate levels of anxiety ($M = 7.6$, $SD = 5.46$) and stress ($M = 10.8$, $SD = 7.68$) (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995). Following the workshop (Time 2) participants were experiencing mild to moderate levels of depression ($M = 6.6$, $SD = 7.00$), mild to moderate levels of anxiety ($M = 5.8$, $SD = 4.35$), and mild to moderate levels of stress ($M = 9.2$, $SD = 5.81$). Table 1 shows participants’ mean scores and
standard deviations for the DASS at Time 1 and Time 2. For comparison, Antony et al. (1998) administered the DASS-21 to a non-clinical population and reported their scores for depression \((M = 1.06, SD = 1.89)\), anxiety \((M = 0.16, SD = 0.89)\), and stress \((M = 1.75, SD = 1.89)\).

Table 1

*Means and standard deviations for Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS) at Time 1 and Time 2*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time 1</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Time 2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>(SD)</td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>(M)</td>
<td>(SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>4.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>7.68</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>5.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>18.18</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note.* Maximum score on each subscale is 21.

Means of the scores collected on the SAM before the workshop (Time 1) are evidence that participants appraised their situation with parental alienation to be moderately controllable by themselves \((M = 12.8, SD = 4.45)\), considerably threatening \((M = 15.4, SD = 4.18)\), considerably to extremely important \((M = 18.2, SD = 2.23)\), slightly uncontrollable \((M = 10.2, SD = 5.26)\), moderately controllable by others \((M = 10.8, SD = 4.83)\), considerably challenging \((M = 14, SD = 1.41)\), considerably stressful \((M = 16.2, SD = 2.56)\) (Peacock & Wong, 1990). Following the workshop participants appraised their situation to be moderately controllable by themselves \((M = 15.2, SD = 3.12)\), moderately threatening \((M = 13.8, SD = 1.83)\), slightly uncontrollable \((M = 8.2, SD = 3.54)\), moderately controllable by others \((M = 12.6, SD = 2.58)\), considerably challenging \((M = 15.2, SD = 1.16)\), considerably
stressful \((M = 16.4, \ SD = 1.02)\). Table 2 shows the means scores and standard deviations for the SAM at Time 1 and Time 2.

Table 2

Means and standard deviations for Stress Appraisal Measure (SAM) at Time 1 and Time 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time 1</th>
<th>Time 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N)</td>
<td>(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational controllability-by-self</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational threat</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational uncontrollability</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational controllability-by-others</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational challenge</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational stressfulness</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Maximum score on each subscale is 20.

Reliable change index

The Cronbach alphas and standard deviations used to calculate reliable change were taken from the literature published by the authors of the DASS and the SAM (Lovibond & Lovibond, 1995; Peacock & Wong, 1990).

For DASS scores, improvement was seen in all subscales, with 60% of participants reporting a reduction in symptoms of depression compared to 40% reporting no change. Regarding the anxiety subscale, 40% of participants reported a reduction in symptoms, compared to 60% reporting no change. For the stress subscale 40% reported a reduction of symptoms of stress, 40% reported no change and 20% reported an increase. Table 3 shows the reliable change indices between Time 1 and Time 2 for the DASS.

Table 3

Reliable Change Indices between Time 1 and Time 2 for DASS scales
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Improvement (%)</th>
<th>Deterioration (%)</th>
<th>No Change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. (N = 5).*

Using Cronbach alphas and standard deviations from Peacock and Wong (1990) proved to create a sensitive and unhelpful index for the SAM results in which almost any change seen in the participants could be deemed reliable. Table 4 shows these results.

Table 4

*Reliable Change Indices between Time 1 and Time 2 for SAM scales*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Improvement (%)</th>
<th>Deterioration (%)</th>
<th>No change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Situational controllability-by-self</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational threat</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational uncontrollability</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational controllability-by-others</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational challenge</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational stressfulness</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. (N = 5).*

In response to this, Cronbach alphas and standard deviations were used from a sample of targeted parents from the data set of Balmer et al. (2017). Psychometrics for both the DASS and SAM were used as the sample consisted of targeted parents.
and was therefore considered to be representative of the participants that attended the workshop. Using Cronbach alphas and standard deviations from Balmer et al. (2017) compared to those found in Lovibond and Lovibond (1995), similar results were seen in DASS results. Improvement was seen in all subscales with 60% of participants reporting a reduction in symptoms of depression compared to 40% reporting no change. Regarding the anxiety subscale, 20% of participants reported a reduction in symptoms, compared to 80% reporting no change. For the stress subscale 40% reported a reduction of symptoms of stress, 40% reported no change and 20% reported an increase. Table 5 shows the reliable change indices between Time 1 and Time 2 for the DASS.

Table 5  
Reliable Change Indices between Time 1 and Time 2 for DASS scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Improvement (%)</th>
<th>Deterioration (%)</th>
<th>No Change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. \(N = 5\).

For participant SAM scores, improvement was seen in some subscales, the largest in magnitude being the controllability-by-others subscale in which 40% of participants reported an increase, compared to 60% reporting no change. Regarding the controllability-by-self subscale, 20% of participants reported an increase compared to 80% reporting no change. Similarly, regarding the uncontrollability subscale, 20% of participants reported an improvement compared to
80% reporting no change. For the remaining subscales, 100% of the participants reported no change. Table 6 shows the reliable change indices between Time 1 and Time 2 for the SAM.

Table 6

Reliable Change Indices between Time 1 and Time 2 for SAM scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliable Change Index</th>
<th>Improvement (%)</th>
<th>Deterioration (%)</th>
<th>No change (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Situational controllability-by-self</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational threat</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational uncontrollability</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational controllability-by-others</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational challenge</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational stressfulness</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. (N = 5).

Clinically significant change

For the purpose of this study clinically significant change was considered to have occurred if a participant reliably moved from having DASS scores in the range of a targeted parent as per Balmer et al. (2017), to having DASS scores in the range of a non-clinical population. Of the participants, 60% of them reported levels of depression, anxiety and stress that fell in the range for targeted parents found in Balmer et al. (2017) prior to undertaking the workshop. After the workshop the percentage of ‘recovered’ participants was 20% in regard to reported level of depression, and no clinically significant change was observed in terms of reported levels of anxiety and stress.

Qualitative Analysis
On average participants responded that the workshop was very helpful \((M = 3.3, SD = .66)\) and that they were very satisfied \((M = 3.5, SD = .5)\) with it.

Several themes were identified in the responses to open ended questions. In regard to the helpfulness of the workshop, participants felt that they benefited from the normalisation of their experiences by hearing that others were experiencing similar difficulties.

\textit{It was so valuable listening to other people's stories and realising that there are others experiencing the same difficulties.}

\textit{Meeting people in the same (or in my case, far more extreme circumstances) and hearing their tales made my own experience feel better in the knowledge that I wasn’t alone.}

Participants expressed that they had benefited from receiving information relevant to their situation that was grounded in research. Two reasons for this were cited by participants; firstly, the knowledge helped them to gain a better understanding of their situation.

\textit{Everything, from the knowledge and understanding gained concerning parental alienation to the definition of the narcissist’s behaviour.}

Secondly, the knowledge represented the affirmation of parental alienation as a problem and that research is being conducted to work towards helping people in the situation, in other words they may have felt like there was hope for their situation.
Understanding that there have been studies and people working on the problem for a long time and the work is continuing and becoming more focused reinforced that the situation isn’t hopeless.

Lastly, participants expressed that they had benefited from learning about strategies they might use to cope with their distress and their situation.

It was most valuable to learn strategies to deal with issues.

Regarding what was the least helpful and what could be improved about the workshop, participants expressed that more opportunity to hear the stories of others may improve the workshop.

People not participating or sharing experiences or strategies.

A number of participants also noted experiencing negative emotions in relations to the content of the workshop.

The actual topic, it’s very painful.

I did find the reunification sad and thought it might have been a better outcome and faster for the alienated parent. Hopefully when this becomes known by more people it can be ‘called out’ for what it is and it can be dealt with more swiftly.
Discussion

The aim of the current study was to evaluate a pilot workshop designed to address issues specific to targeted parents in their experience of parental alienation. After long standing oversight in the literature, there is emerging research from the targeted parent’s perspective, to suggest they experience much hardship and negative impact to their emotional wellbeing, including feeling that their situation is somewhat hopeless (Balmer et al., 2017; Templer et al., 2017). Some authors offer theoretical guidelines in how to support targeted parents and posit a validating, non-blaming, cognitive behaviourial therapy approach might help them cope (Baker & Andre, 2008; Ellis, 2005), however, interventions for targeted parents remain unresearched, lacking, unsuitable or ill-equipped (Poustie et al., 2018; Templer et al., 2017). The current study did not test any hypotheses.

Recent research has begun to clarify the experiences of targeted parents and the findings of this study fit with the emerging picture. Targeted parents that attended the workshop reported similar experiences to those identified by Balmer et al. (2017) and Poustie et al. (2018), including appraisals of their situation as threatening, stressful, and uncontrollable by themselves, others and anyone, and mental health characterised by elevated levels of depression and anxiety. These findings show that parental alienation negatively effects targeted parents, which is important because this is an outcome of parental alienation that has seldom been acknowledged in the literature. Some authors have emphasised the deleterious outcomes of parental alienation on targeted children, such as Gardner (1998), yet it is necessary that the understanding of parental alienation be broadened to include the adversity faced by targeted parents.
Indeed, targeted parents stand to benefit from an intervention tailored to their experiences, and current findings illuminate aspects of intervention that show promise in achieving this. Following their attendance to the workshop, participants most commonly reported a decrease in their level of depression, and less commonly a decrease in their level of anxiety and stress. Certainly, in support of the suggestions made by Baker and Andre (2005), the cognitive behavioural components of the workshop may have helped participants cope with the distressing thoughts and feelings that are a part of their experience. In other words, much may be out of the control of a target parent, however, the way they respond to their thoughts and feelings and how they choose to behave, is not.

When considering the qualitative findings, shame presents as a possible mechanism of change regarding the observed improvement in some participants’ level of depression. The role of shame in the targeted parent experience was not considered in the development of the workshop and was not measured, however after the fact, it presented as theoretically relevant. Some authors have noted accounts of targeted parents experiencing much shame as a result of blame from not only their children, the alienating parent and the legal system, but from themselves (Baker & Andre, 2008; Ellis, 2005), and shame has been linked to the experience of depression (Andrews & Hunter, 1997; Andrews, Qian, & Valentine, 2002; Orth, Berking, & Burkhardt, 2006). With this in mind, the salient theme within the qualitative findings, that participants benefited from hearing that others had had similar experiences with parental alienation, bears much weight. That is, perhaps by attending the workshop and interacting with their fellow targeted parents, participants may have been able to resolve some of their shame and have their experiences validated as something that
occurs to others and is beyond their fault, such that their level of depression was reduced.

The workshop also had an impact on the way some of the participants appraised their situation. Most commonly reported was an increase in feeling like their situation was controllable by others, that there were people ‘out there’ to help. It is understandable that attending a workshop tailored for targeted parents is a stark contrast to their previous experiences in which they may have felt disillusioned with a system lacking in support and the limited knowledge of those assigned to support them (Poustie et al., 2018). Moreover, participants also reported an increase in feeling like their situation was controllable by the self. It is possible the psychoeducation components of the workshop helped participants understand elements of their situation that they may have some influence over. The qualitative findings confirm this as some participants cited that they gained a deeper understanding of the alienating parent in terms of potential borderline or narcissistic vulnerabilities, and strategies for interacting more effectively with them. Furthermore, in line with these changes to participant appraisals regarding more controllability by the self and others, some participants reported a decreased sense that the situation is in general uncontrollable.

Clinical Implications

The current findings are preliminary evidence that a group intervention that includes psychoeducation about parental alienation and CBT approaches to coping is effective in supporting the emotional wellbeing of some targeted parents. While it is it important to note that a targeted parent may benefit from learning about parental alienation and how they might cope with it using CBT approaches, the resounding theme from the quantitative data was that participants benefited from hearing about
how other people were going through a similar experience. Certainly, a group workshop format presents as an apt way to facilitate the normalisation of the targeted parent experience for participants, and the inclusion of conditions that encourage interaction between group members such as small group size and unstructured time for discussion should be considered when developing a group workshop.

On the other hand, group work may not suit some targeted parents as one participant reported an increase in stress following their participation in the workshop. Perhaps their experience of parental alienation had only recently emerged and through hearing the stories of others became aware of how severe their situation could potentially get. Alternatively, at any stage, actively considering the topic of parental alienation itself may be enough to cause distress in a participant. Either way, the targeted parent experience is complex and may span decades, therefore care should be taken to understand how intervention may impact a targeted parent regarding the point they occupy in their journey and their readiness or suitability to participate in group work.

In the absence of group work, a therapist conducting individual therapy with a targeted parent, may find that their client benefits from a specific focus on the normalisation of the experience of parental alienation, in combination with psychoeducation and CBT.

**Limitations and future research**

There are a number of limitations of this study. Firstly, the small sample size and use of the single-subject analysis RCI limit the extent the results of this study can be generalised. Although many participants benefited from attending the workshop in terms of the way they appraised their situation or their level of reported anxiety, stress, or depression, findings do not allow us to make unequivocal predictions about
what outcomes targeted parents in general may experience as a result of attending such a workshop. For this reason, future research that uses larger sample sizes will be helpful in identifying potential therapeutic outcomes targeted parents might gain from different types of interventions.

Secondly, the design of the current study was such that it cannot be discerned which aspect of the workshop participants benefited from or benefited from the most. There was no control group or alternative therapy group used, therefore it is unclear whether this intervention has benefits over other interventions that may be theoretically beneficial such as an informal support group or attending individual therapy that uses a CBT approach. Therefore, future research that uses a between group design will help clarify the specific therapeutic needs of a targeted parent.

Moreover, the current study calls into question the role that shame plays in supporting the emotional wellbeing of targeted parents, however implications may be broader than this. As outlined above, shame is tied with depression and therefore may manifest in hopelessness and avolition (Kim, Thibodeau, & Jorgensen, 2011; Tangney, 1999). However, at the same time, within shame is a judgment about what is valuable, as it is an emotional response to a perceived departure from what is valued by the self or others (Orth et al., 2006; Tracy & Robins, 2006). Therefore, recognising shame as a significant part of being a targeted parent proposes a way to integrate the conflicting accounts that targeted parents both desire to be involved with their children, but have been described as passive and uninvolved in doing so. Thus, research focussing specifically on the impact of shame on targeted parents would add to the emerging understanding of their experience with parental alienation and may not only help to clarify how to support their emotional wellbeing, but how they may be encouraged to undertake behaviour that could help their situation.
Conclusion

The aim of this study was to evaluate a pilot programme that was designed specifically to support targeted parents by utilising emerging evidence specific to their experience to address the deleterious impact parental alienation has on them. Single subject analysis indicated that as a result of attending the workshop some participants reported fewer symptoms of depression, anxiety, and stress, and appraised their situation to be more controllable by themselves and others, and less uncontrollable in general. Participants reported that they benefited from having their experiences validated through hearing that others had had similar experiences to them, and benefited from receiving information about parental alienation that was grounded in research. These results provide preliminary evidence for the use of psychoeducation and CBT components in a group workshop format when aiming to support targeted parents. Results also allude to the importance of resolving the shame experienced by targeted parents and illuminate the role of shame in the experience of targeted parents as an area for future research.
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Appendix A

Workshop Ready Screening Interview

To make sure that now is the right time to take part in the workshop I need to ask you some questions. Some of these questions are straightforward and some of them might seem a little unusual.

Your answers to these questions are confidential unless you tell me that you’re going to seriously hurt yourself or someone else. If you tell me that then I will need to speak to someone else in order to keep you or others safe.

Parental alienation is not viewed as a form of family violence or child abuse under current law, but if you do tell me about instances of child abuse or family violence were others are still at risk of serious harm, I will also need to speak to someone else.

If any of the questions are difficult to answer or are upsetting, please let me know.

Firstly, do you have any questions about what I’ve just said?

Group ready questions

How did you hear about the workshop for alienated parents?

What led to your decision to want to be part of the workshop?

What would you like to get from being part of the workshop?

With a simple yes or no, please tell me if you are experiencing any crisis at this time that might make it hard for you to take part in the group (apart from being alienated from your child(ren))?

Is there anything else we should know that might make it hard for you to take part in the workshop?

Are you seeing a psychologist or counsellor at the moment? If so, are they aware of you wanting to participate in this workshop?

Major Depressive Episode

1. In the past two weeks have you felt depressed or down most of the day, nearly every day for the past two weeks? If yes, ask question 2. If no, ask question 3.
2. In the past two weeks were you much less interested in most things or much less able to enjoy things you normally enjoy most of the time? If yes, ask if they are having difficulty with the following:
   - Sleeping
   - Irritability or trouble sitting still
   - Concentrating, thinking, making decisions
   - An increase or decrease in appetite that is out of the ordinary
   - Feeling worthless almost every day

**Suicidality**

3. In the last 2 weeks have you ever felt so depressed that you thought life wasn’t worth living? If no, ask question 4. If yes, ask the following:
   - Do you plan or intend to hurt yourself?
   - If you plan or intend to hurt yourself, how, when and where do you plan to do it?
   - Do you have access to the means mentioned in their plan?
   - Have you attempted suicide in the past? If yes, how?
   - Where are you now? Who are you with or who is close by?
   - Who are the important people in your life right now that you can call upon for support?
   - Who is your emergency contact?

**Manic and Hypomanic Episodes**

4. Do you have any family history of manic-depressive illness or bipolar disorder?

5. Have you ever had a period of time when you were feeling ‘up’ or ‘high’ or ‘hyper’ and so full of energy that other people were not your usual self or that you got into trouble? (do not consider times when you were intoxicated on alcohol or drugs).

6. Are you currently feeling like this?

7. Have you ever felt persistently irritable for several days so that you had arguments or fights with other people? Obtain details.

8. Are you currently feeling like this? Obtain details.

**Psychotic Episodes**
9. Have you ever believed that someone was reading your mind or could hear your thoughts, or that you could read someone else’s mind and hear their thoughts? If yes, do they currently believe these things?

10. Have you ever believed that someone or some outside force was putting thoughts into your mind that were not your own or made you act in a way that was not your usual self? If yes, do you currently believe these things?

11. Have you ever believed that you were being sent special messages through the TV, radio, internet, newspapers or books? If yes, do you currently believe these things?

12. Have you ever heard things other people couldn’t hear such as voices? If yes, do you still hear these voices?

13. Have you ever had visions when you were awake or have you seen things other people could see? If yes, are you still seeing these things?

Thank you for your time

If the parent is eligible for the intervention, provide them with further details.

If the person is experiencing a major depressive episode, manic or hypomanic episode, psychotic episode or is suicidal, provide appropriate follow-up and referral.
Appendix B

Exposure to Parental Alienation Checklist

Please indicate whether you have experienced any of the following:

1. Has the other parent of your child(ren) denigrated you to you and others?
   ☐ Yes   ☐ No

2. Has the other parent of your child(ren) vilified you? *(for example, has the other parent alleged that you are dangerous in some way without any evidence to support these allegations)*
   ☐ Yes   ☐ No

3. Has the other parent interfered with your time with your child(ren)? *(for example, made plans that directly disrupted contact with your child(ren))*
   ☐ Yes   ☐ No

4. Has the other parent attempted to eradicate you from your child(ren)’s life? *(for example, deliberately failed to pass on messages, birthday cards, gifts, etc. from you to your child(ren))*
   ☐ Yes   ☐ No

5. Has the other parent controlled the information you receive about your child(ren)? *(for example, the other parent has failed to inform you of important school events or medical appointments)*
   ☐ Yes   ☐ No

6. Are you aware of instances when the other parent has interrogated your child(ren) about time they have spent with you? *(for example, the other parent has wanted to know, in detail, what happens while they were with you)*
   ☐ Yes   ☐ No

7. Has the other parent deliberately tried to damage the loving connection between you and your child(ren) *(for example, told your child untrue stories to make them question their relationship with you)*
   ☐ Yes   ☐ No

8. Are you aware of the other parent telling your child(ren) inappropriate negative information about you? *(for example, disclosing negative information about you with the intention of portraying you as flawed)*
   ☐ Yes   ☐ No
9. Are you aware of the other parent actively encouraging your child(ren) to defy you? *(for example, encouraging your child(ren) to confront or resist you)*
   ☐ Yes  ☐ No

10. Are you aware of instances where the other parent has emotionally manipulated your child(ren)? *(for example, the other parent withdrawing affection if your child(ren) speak positively about you)*
    ☐ Yes  ☐ No

11. Are you aware of instances where the other parent encourages your child(ren) to choose between you and them? *(for example, the other parent making it clear that they were not willing to tolerate your child(ren) having a relationship with both their parents)*
    ☐ Yes  ☐ No

12. Are you aware of instances where the other parent has encouraged your child(ren) to be excessively dependent on them? *(for example, the other parent leading your child(ren) to believe that they are the only one who can look after them properly)*
    ☐ Yes  ☐ No

13. Does the other parent use outside forces to facilitate the separation of you and your child(ren)? *(for example, making false allegations about you to child protective services, police, lawyers, mental health professionals etc)*
    ☐ Yes  ☐ No

Thank you for your time
9 August 2016

Dr Mandy Matthewson
Division of Psychology
University of Tasmania
Sent via email

Dear Dr Matthewson

Re: FULL ETHICS APPLICATION APPROVAL
Ethics Ref: H0015875 - Parental Alienation Workshop: A pilot program for targeted parents

We are pleased to advise that the Tasmania Social Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee approved the above project on 5 August 2016.

This approval constitutes ethical clearance by the Tasmania Social Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee. The decision and authority to commence the associated research may be dependent on factors beyond the remit of the ethics review process. For example, your research may need ethics clearance from other organisations or review by your research governance coordinator or Head of Department. It is your responsibility to find out if the approval of other bodies or authorities is required. It is recommended that the proposed research should not commence until you have satisfied these requirements.

Please note that this approval is for four years and is conditional upon receipt of an annual Progress Report. Ethics approval for this project will lapse if a Progress Report is not submitted.

The following conditions apply to this approval. Failure to abide by these conditions may result in suspension or discontinuation of approval.

1. It is the responsibility of the Chief Investigator to ensure that all Investigators are aware of the terms of approval, to ensure the project is conducted as approved by the Ethics Committee, and to notify the Committee if any Investigators are added to, or cease involvement with, the project.

A PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
2. **Complaints**: If any complaints are received or ethical issues arise during the course of the project, investigators should advise the Executive Officer of the Ethics Committee on 03 6226 7479 or human.ethics@utas.edu.au.

3. **Incidents or adverse effects**: Investigators should notify the Ethics Committee immediately of any serious or unexpected adverse effects on participants or unforeseen events affecting the ethical acceptability of the project.

4. **Amendments to Project**: Modifications to the project must not proceed until approval is obtained from the Ethics Committee. Please submit an Amendment Form (available on our website) to notify the Ethics Committee of the proposed modifications.

5. **Annual Report**: Continued approval for this project is dependent on the submission of a Progress Report by the anniversary date of your approval. You will be sent a courtesy reminder closer to this date. Failure to submit a Progress Report will mean that ethics approval for this project will lapse.

6. **Final Report**: A Final Report and a copy of any published material arising from the project, either in full or abstract, must be provided at the end of the project.

Yours sincerely,

Katherine Shaw
Executive Officer
Tasmania Social Sciences HREC
Appendix D

Parental Alienation Workshop: A pilot program for targeted parents (evaluation study information)

You are invited to participate in an evaluation of a workshop for targeted parents of parental alienation.

The research is being conducted as part of a collaboration between the University of Tasmania, and the Eeny Meeny Miney Mo Foundation.

Dr Matthewson is a researcher at the University of Tasmania. She is also on the Eeny Meeny Miney Mo Foundation board of directors and is a clinical psychologist in private practice. Dr Matthewson is conducting the workshop as part of her role at the University of Tasmania. Ms Lee Maturana is a researcher at the University of Tasmania and has worked as a psychologist in Chile.

The research evaluation of the intervention is being conducted by Dr Mandy Matthewson, Ms Lee Maturana and Dr Kimberley Norris who is a researcher at the University of Tasmania.

What is the purpose of the evaluation study?

The aim of the research is to evaluate the efficacy of the pilot intervention program for targeted parents of parental alienation.

Who can participate in the evaluation study?

You have been invited to participate in the evaluation study because you have agreed to take part in the workshop for targeted parents of parental alienation.

Participation in the evaluation study is voluntary. While your participation is appreciated, your right to decline this invitation is respected and this decision will have no consequences. Importantly, deciding not to participate in the evaluation study does not mean you cannot take part in the workshop.

Additionally, you can decide to withdraw your consent to participate in the evaluation study at any stage. You may do so without providing an explanation and without any consequences to you. For example, you can decide to withdraw from the evaluation study at any time while still participating in the workshop.

Your information will be kept completely confidential. You will be identified by a unique code, and no names will be used in the publication of this study. All information will be kept in a locked storage compartment and a secure computer file.
What will I be asked to do?

If you decide to participate in the evaluation study you will be asked to complete an anonymous 30-minute survey online at three different time points. You will be asked questions about your mood and how you are coping. You will be asked to answer these questions on a scale such as ranging from 0 = strongly agree to 4 = strongly disagree, or 0 = never to 4 = always.

You will not be asked to provide any identifying information in the survey. Instead, you will be asked to generate and provide a code for the purpose of matching data collected at the different time points. You will need to remember this code so it can be used each time you complete the survey. Once the data are matched, the codes will be removed from the database.

It is important you understand that your involvement in the research is voluntary. While we would be pleased to have you participate, we respect your right to decline. There will be no consequences to you if you decide not to participate and you may do so without providing an explanation. Declining to participate in the research will not prevent you from participating the intervention.

All information collected throughout the research project will be treated in a confidential manner. All of the research will be kept on a password-protected computer in School of Medicine at the University of Tasmania, Sandy Bay.

Importantly, Dr Matthewson and Ms Lee Maturana will not know whether or not you participate in the evaluation study and they will not access the information you provide until after the all of the evaluation study data has been collected.

Are there any possible benefits from participation in the evaluation study?

If you decide to participate in the evaluation study you will have an opportunity to provide feedback about the workshop and therefore, have some input into the design of future workshops and intervention programs. You will also have an opportunity to be actively involved in research devoted to parental alienation.

Are there any possible risks from participation in the evaluation study?

There are no specific risks associated with participating in the evaluation study. However, if you do become concerned or stressed while completing the survey, please contact us on Parental.Alienation@utas.edu.au

We will provide you with information about free counselling services that may assist you or you can contact the free counselling services listed below:

Family Relationships Advice Line - Ph: 1800 050 321
What if I change my mind during or after the study?

You are free to withdraw from the evaluation study at any time, and if you decide to do so, you may do this without providing an explanation. Also, you can withdraw any evaluation study information you provide to us up to three months after completing the survey (by 31st December, 2016). After this time your self-generated code will be removed from the data and we will not be able to identify your information.

What will happen to the information when this study is over?

The data from the evaluation study will be stored on a secure computer database. The data will be destroyed five years after the publication associated with this study (November, 2021). The data will be kept in a confidential manner and only the researchers involved in this research will have access to the data. Dr Matthewson and Ms Lee Maturana will not have access to the data during the data collection phase.

How will the results of the study be published?

Following completion, this study will be accessible on the University of Tasmania website (www.utas.edu.au), and will be produced as a publication in a journal. Participants will be non-identifiable in the publication of results. It is anticipated that results will be available by the end of 2017.

What if I have questions about this study?

Please direct any questions or concerns about the workshop to Dr Mandy Matthewson: Mandy.Matthewson@utas.edu.au

Please direct any questions or concerns about the evaluation study to: Parental.Alienation@utas.edu.au

This study has been approved by the Tasmanian Social Sciences Human Research Ethics Committee. If you have concerns or complaints about the conduct of this study, please contact the Executive Officer of the HREC (Tasmania) Network on (03) 6226 7479 or email human.ethics@utas.edu.au. The Executive Officer is the person nominated to receive complaints from research participants. Please quote ethics reference number <insert number>
Appendix E

Parental Alienation Workshop: A pilot program for targeted parents (evaluation study information)

Evaluation Study Consent Form for Individuals:

1. I have read and understood the Information Sheet.
2. The nature and possible effects of the evaluation study have been explained to me.
3. I understand that the evaluation study involves competing a 30-minute survey about my mood and coping.
4. I understand that participation in the evaluation study is voluntary and any information I provide will be kept confidential.
5. I agree to be contacted by a researcher not involved in delivering the workshop when it is time to complete follow-up surveys.
6. I understand that participation is voluntary and that I may withdraw at any time without any effect. I understand that I can withdraw any information I provide to the researchers up to three months after participation (by 31st December, 2016)
7. I understand that if I choose to withdraw from the evaluation study, my involvement in the workshop will not be affected.
8. Any questions that I have asked have been answered to my satisfaction.
9. I agree to participate.

Participant’s name:

Participant’s signature:

Date: _______________________

Statement by Investigator
I have explained the project and the implications of participation in it to this volunteer and I believe that the consent is informed and that he/she understands the implications of participation.

If the Investigator has not had an opportunity to talk to participants prior to them participating, the following must be ticked.

☐ The participant has received the Information Sheet where my details have been provided so participants have had the opportunity to contact me prior to consenting to participate in this project.

Investigator’s name:

_______________________________________________________

Investigator’s signature:

______________________________________________________

Date: ________________________
Appendix F

Parental Alienation Workshop: A pilot program for targeted parents

Summary of modules

Module 1 – Introduction

- Welcome, introductions, confidentiality and its limits
- Discuss the goals of the workshop

Module 2 – What is parental alienation?

- Discuss what is parental alienation and why it is difficult to define and detect
- Briefly discuss the history of parental alienation including why parental alienation is no longer considered a syndrome or psychological disorder
- Describe and discuss Childress’ view of parental alienation

Module 3 – Coping with parental alienation

- Describe the grieving process as it applies to parental alienation
- Discuss ways the group has tried to cope with parental alienation (keeping the focus on helpful and active coping strategies)
- Teach a variety of other coping skills such as:
  - Positive activity scheduling
  - Relaxation strategies
  - Enhancing social support network
  - Helpful and unhelpful ways of thinking
  - Re-investing in life despite grieving
- Parents to reflect on how these skills can be adapted to meet their own needs
Module 4 – Interacting with the alienating parent

- Review Childress’ view of parental alienation focusing on how it can help with understanding the behaviours and characteristics of the alienating parent
- Communicating with the alienating parent
- Discuss assertive communication skills and boundary setting

Module 5 – Your child and preparing for reunification

- Watch a video clip of an adult who was a targeted child. In this clip the targeted child experience is described and an explanation of why they rejected their targeted parents will be given. The aim of this clip is to demonstrate to workshop participants that the targeted parent-child attachment bond is not severed by the alienation, it is suppressed.
- Discussion of how to appropriately connect with your child to counteract the effects of the attachment suppression. During this discussion parents will be advised to ensure they adhere to parenting orders that are in place.
- Preparing yourself for future reunification.

End with a review of information covered during the day and any final questions.

Information